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B01. Which statement below best describes one type of 
temperature regulation mechanism in birds called 
countercurrent exchange? 

A) Birds often fluff their feathers to trap air, 
which provides a layer of insulation. 

B) Birds’ arteries and veins within the lower 
extremities exchange heat so that blood in 
arteries is cooled and blood in veins is 
warmed. 

C) Birds sleep with their bills tucked under their 
wings to breathe in warmer air. 

D) Birds shiver to increase metabolic rate and 
generate heat. 

E) Birds often huddle together to exchange heat. 
 
B02. If a cell is aerobically respiring, which of these 

statements would be an accurate prediction 
regarding the mitochondria? 
A) The pH within the intermembrane space is 

acidic. 
B) The concentration of ATP is increasing within 

the intermembrane space. 
C) Protons are accumulating within the matrix 

due to splitting of water. 
D) Carbon dioxide is accumulating within the 

matrix. 
E) The protein components of the electron 

transport chain along with ATP synthase are 
embedded within the outer membrane. 

 
B03. The property and/or function of this structure is to: 

A) store and transmit 
genetic information. 

B) store excess energy 
for long-term 
availability. 

C) catalyze chemical 
reactions. 

D) store excess energy 
for short-term 
availability. 

E) generate plasma membranes. 
 
B04. Which of the following is not involved in protein 

digestion in humans? 
A) Pepsin, secreted by the stomach. 
B) Trypsin, secreted by the pancreas. 
C) Pancreatic amylase. 
D) Chymotrypsin, secreted by the pancreas. 
E) Denaturation of proteins by stomach acid. 

B05. A scientist has constructed a novel lac operon by 
removing the lac operator and replacing it with the 
trp operator.  Which of the following statements 
would be an accurate hypothesis of the effect? 

A) The lacZYA genes would only be expressed 
when high levels of tryptophan were present. 

B) Addition of allo-lactose would derepress the 
genetically modified operon. 

C) Addition of excess cAMP would activate the 
modified operon and lacZYA would be 
transcribed. 

D) Transcription of lacZYA genes would only 
occur when tryptophan was absent. 

E) The inducer molecule is tryptophan. 
 

B06. All of these are characteristics of eudicots except: 
A) tricolpate pollen grains. 
B) netlike or reticulate leaf venation. 
C) floral arrangements in multiples of three’s. 
D) two cotyledons. 
E) the presence of taproots. 

 
B07. Which statement regarding protein synthesis is 

incorrect? 
A) UAA, UGA, and UAG are stop codons; but 

only when they are in frame to the first AUG. 
B) The genetic code is redundant because there 

are more than one codon for most amino acids. 
C) The genetic code is unambiguous because 

each codon encodes a specific amino acid. 
D) The genetic code is nearly universal, 

indicating unity in diversity and a common 
ancestor. 

E) Introns are the expressed sequences of 
eukaryotic mRNAs. 

 
B08. Two different genes control fur color in Labrador 

retrievers, a breed of dogs.  The B gene determines 
how dark the pigment is.  Having a dominant allele 
of the E gene determines if the pigment is deposited 
in the fur.  If a female black lab (EeBb) is crossed 
with a male chocolate lab (Eebb), how many of the 
resulting offspring will be yellow labs? 

A) 3/4 
B) 1/2 
C) 1/4 
D) 1/8 
E) 0 
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B09. The thymus is an organ in the immune system that 
assists in the defense of the human body from 
pathogens.  Which of the following statements is not 
true regarding this organ? 

A) The thymus is located near the heart. 
B) Lymphocytes that mature in the thymus are 

called T cells. 
C) The thymus destroys specific immune system 

cells that recognize the host’s own molecules 
as foreign molecules. 

D) The immune system cells in the thymus 
originated from stem cells in the bone marrow. 

E) The thymus produces both B and T 
lymphocytes. 

 
B10. Placing a red blood cell within a hypertonic solution 

would cause: 
A) lysis. 
B) plasmolysis. 
C) crenation. 
D) nothing to happen. 

 
B11. Female Pundamilia nyererei (African cichlids) from 

clear areas of the lake prefer brightly colored, red 
males.  Pollution in some parts of the lake has 
caused the water to become cloudy.  The females 
inhabiting cloudy water are unable to visualize color 
and breed with a closely related species (P. 
pundamilia, males are blue) resulting in hybrids.  
Which of the following is driving the evolution of 
cichlids in this lake? 

A) Allopatric speciation 
B) Gametic isolation 
C) Temporal isolation 
D) Sexual selection 
E) Mechanical isolation 

 
B12. Consider a grassland biome.  Which of the 

following answer choices would be the most likely 
primary consumer relative to the other choices 
listed? 

A) Snake 
B) Grass 
C) Mouse 
D) Hawk 
E) Grasshopper 

 
 
 
 

B13. During cell cycle regulation, MPF controls the entry 
of a cell into: 

A) the mitotic phase. 
B) G2. 
C) S. 
D) G1. 
E) Metaphase. 

 
B14. DPIP is an electron acceptor used to measure the 

rate of the light-dependent reactions of 
photosynthesis.  As DPIP becomes reduced, it 
changes color from a blue to clear, which can be 
monitored by recording percent transmittance using 
a spectrophotometer.  In the oxidized state, 
transmittance is low.  Several tubes were set up and 
monitored over 20 minutes as follows: 

Tube 1: Buffer, water, chloroplasts, light 
Tube 2: Buffer, water, chloroplasts, DPIP, light 
Tube 3: Buffer, water, chloroplasts, DPIP, no light 

    Based on the experimental design and results, which 
    statement is incorrect? 

A) Tube 2 is the experimental group. 
B) Unwrapping Tube 3 at 10 minutes would 

increase %T. 
C) Tube 3 is a control for light. 
D) The color of Tube 2 at 20 minutes would be 

dark blue. 
E) Addition of a Tube 4, which has the same set 

up as Tube 2 except the light is filtered so that 
only the green wavelength can enter, would 
give results similar to Tube 3. 
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B15. The strand in DNA replication that is synthesized 
continuously towards the fork is the: 

A) DNA strand. 
B) leading strand. 
C) Okazaki fragment.  
D) lagging strand. 
E) RNA primer strand. 

 
B16. Genetic variation in two populations of the same 

species of angiosperms in Texas was examined.  
One of these populations (Population 2) was nearly 
wiped out for one generation due to a wildfire.  
Population 1 has never experienced a decrease in 
breeding numbers.  The numbers of individuals in 
each population with the specific genotype were 
reported for one genetic locus (CLF), which has 
only two possible alleles.  What can you conclude 
about the populations?  (1 degree of freedom = 
3.841 for Chi-square analysis) 
 

 Pop. 1 Pop. 2 
Genotype   
HH 372 33 
Hh 200 20 
hh 40 44 

 
A) Only Population 1 is in equilibrium. 
B) Only Population 2 is in equilibrium. 
C) Both populations are in equilibrium. 
D) Neither population is in equilibrium. 

 
B17. The wiping out of nearly all Population 2’s breeding 

individuals in a specific location from the above 
question would have initially caused a/an: 

A) founder effect. 
B) bottleneck effect. 
C) gene flow event. 
D) increase in diversity. 
E) speciation event. 

 
B18. During the nitrogen cycle, which group of 

organisms usually fixes atmospheric nitrogen into 
the biologically usable form called ammonia? 

A) protists 
B) plants 
C) fungi 
D) prokaryotes 
E) animals 

B19. __________ structures are characteristics that 
have evolved due to common evolutionary 
descent. 

A) Homogenous 
B) Homologous 
C) Analogous 
D) Convergent 
E) Endogenous 

 
B20. A 6000 bp circular piece of DNA was cut with two 

different restriction endonucleases (EcoRI and 
BamHI) separately and then with both 
endonucleases simultaneously as a double-digest.  
The results of each digestion were visualized using 
agarose gel electrophoresis.  Relative to an EcoRI 
site (Position 0 bp), which of the following 
represents a possible restriction map of the 
remaining restrictions sites? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

A) EcoRI at 0 bp, BamHI at 2000 bp, BamHI at 
4000 bp. 

B) EcoRI at 0 bp, BamHI at 2000 bp, 
BamHI/EcoRI combined sites at 4000 bp, 
1200 bp, and 800 bp 

C) EcoRI at 0 bp, BamHI at 4000 bp. 
D) EcoRI at 0 bp, BamHI at 4000 bp, EcoRI at 

1200 bp, EcoRI at 800 bp  
E) EcoRI at 0 bp, BamHI at 800 bp, BamHI at 

4800 bp. 
 

Marker   EcoRI   BamHI EcoRI + 
BamHI 7 kbp 

6 kbp 

5 kbp 

4 kbp 

2 kbp 

1.2 kbp 

0.8 kbp 
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constants
R = 0.08206 L·atm/mol·K
R = 8.314 J/mol·K
𝑅 = 62.36 L·torr/mol·K

e = 1.602 × 10–19 C
NA = 6.022 × 1023 mol-1

k = 1.38 × 10–23 J/K
h = 6.626 × 10–34 J·s
c = 3.00 × 108 m/s
𝓡 = 2.178 × 10-18 J

me = 9.11 × 10-31 kg

water data
Tmp = 0°C
Tbp = 100°C
cice = 2.09 J/g K
cwater = 4.184 J/g K
csteam = 2.03 J/g K
∆Hfus = 334 J/g
∆Hvap = 2260 J/g
Kf = 1.86 °C/m 
Kb = 0.512 °C/m 

Some Average Bond Energies (kJ/mol)

standard thermodynamic data

conversions
1 atm = 760 torr

= 101325 Pa
= 14.7 psi

1 bar = 105 Pa
1 cal = 4.184 J
1 L·atm = 101.325 J
1 eV = 1.602 × 10–19 J
1 lb = 453.6 g
1 ton = 2000 lbs
1 tonne= 1000 kg
1 in = 2.54 cm

some equilibrium constants

water Kw = 1.0 × 10–14 

CH3NH2 Kb = 4.4 × 10–4 
methylamine

NH3 Kb = 1.8 × 10–5

CH3CO2H Ka = 1.8 × 10–5

C–H 413 C–C 346 O=O 498

O–H 463 C–O 358 C=O 799

H–H 436 C=C 602 C≡O 1072

substance
∆Hf° 
(kJ/mol)

S°
(J/mol K)

CO2 (g) –394 214

CO (g) –111 198

C2H6 (g) –85 230

C3H8 (g) –104 270

C8H18 (ℓ) –250 358

H2O (ℓ) –286 70

H2O (g) –242 189
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 1.01                 4.00

 6.94 9.01           10.81 12.01 14.01 16.00 19.00 20.18

 22.99 24.31           26.98 28.09 30.97 32.07 35.45 39.95

 39.10 40.08 44.96 47.87 50.94 52.00 54.94 55.85 58.93 58.69 63.55 65.38 69.72 72.64 74.92 78.96 79.90 83.80

 85.47 87.62 88.91 91.22 92.91 95.94 (98) 101.07 102.91 106.42 107.87 112.41 114.82 118.71 121.76 127.60 126.90 131.29

 132.91 137.33 138.9 178.49 180.95 183.84 186.21 190.23 192.22 195.08 196.97 200.59 204.38 207.20 208.98 (209) (210) (222)

 (223) (226) (227) (261) (262) (266) (264) (277) (268) (281) (281) (285) (286) (289) (289) (293) (293) (294)

 140.1 140.9 144.2 (145) 150.4 152.0 157.3 158.9 162.5 164.9 167.3 168.9 173.0 175.0

 232.0 231.0 238.0 (237) (244) (243) (247) (247) (251) (252) (257) (258) (259) (262) 

 1                 18

  2           13 14 15 16 17

   3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

 1A                 8A

  2A           3A 4A 5A 6A 7A

   3B 4B 5B 6B 7B  8B  1B 2B
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C01. What is the percentage (by weight) of lead in the 
compound lead(IV) acetate?

A) 63.70 %
B) 46.73 %
C) 52.34 %
D) 73.83 %
E) 58.29 %

C02. A US penny made now days is a zinc core (97.5%) 
coated in copper (2.5%). The mass of one penny is 
2.50 grams. One US penny is completely dissolved 
into 100 mL of strong nitric acid. Afterwards, the 
solution is diluted with water up until there is 
exactly 250 mL of solution. Knowing that all the 
copper ends up as copper(II) ions, what is the 
concentration (millimolar) of the copper(II) ions in 
this solution?

A) 9.83 mM
B) 157 mM
C) 2.81 mM
D) 14.2 mM
E) 3.93 mM

C03. Access the following reactions to arrange the 
elements A, B, C, and D in order of their decreasing 
ability as reducing agents:

A  +  C+  →  no rxn D  +  B+  →  D+  +  B

C  +  B+  → C+  +  B A+  +  D  →  no rxn

arrange:  best → worst reducing agent

A)  D   B   C   A E)  C   D   A   B
B)  B   C   A   D F)  C   A   D   B
C)  B   A   D   C G)  A   D   C   B
D)  A   C   D   B H)  C   A   B   D

C04. A mixture of Cu2O and CuO with a total mass of 
19.00 g is reduced to give 15.89 g of Cu metal. 
What amount of the CuO was in the original 
mixture?

A) 8.83 g
B) 10.67 g
C) 13.58 g
D) 9.22 g
E) 11.06 g

C05. A 8.67 g sample of weak acid, HZ (47.9 g/mol), is 
dissolved into 300 g of water. The solution is then 
frozen and found to have a freezing point of –
1.24°C. What is the percent dissociation of this 
weak acid?

A) 10.5 %
B) 33.3 %
C) 7.20 %
D) 14.2 %
E) 22.8 %

C06. What is the velocity of the ejected electrons from 
the surface of sodium metal when exposed to a 
400 nm light source. The work function of sodium 
metal is 2.28 eV.

A) 722 km/s
B) 380 km/s
C) 895 km/s
D) 538 km/s
E) >1000 km/s

C07. What is the electron configuration of cobalt(II)?

A) [Ar] 4s0 3d5 
B) [Ar] 4s2 3d5

C) [Ar] 4s2 3d9

D) [Ar] 4s0 3d7

E) [Ar] 4s2 3d7
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C08. Fluticasone is an anti-inflammatory drug - the line 
structure is shown here. How many carbon atoms 
are in this molecule?

A) 19
B) 20
C) 24
D) 21
E) 17
F) 23
G) 22
H) 18

C09. Which one of the following compounds has  
T-shaped molecular geometry?

A)  BF3 D)  IF3

B)  CH2O E)  SF4

C)  NCl3 F)  XeF4

C10. Consider the following reaction data and determine 
the standard enthalpy of formation (∆H°f ) for 
diborane, B2H6(g) :

reaction ∆H°rxn  (kJ/mol)

B2H6(g)  +  3O2(g)  →  B2O3(s)  +  3H2O(g) –1941

2B(s) + 3/2O2(g)  →  B2O3(s) –2368

H2(g) +  1/2O2(g)  →  H2O(g) –242

A) –669 kJ/mol
B) +1941 kJ/mol
C) –1153 kJ/mol
D) –427 kJ/mol
E) –911 kJ/mol

C11. Which of the following chemical reactions  
would ∆H°rxn = ∆H°f  for the product compound?

A) N2(ℓ) +  3F2(g)  →  2NF3(ℓ)
B) O2(g) +  H2(g)  →  H2O2(ℓ)
C) CO(g) +  1/2O2(g)  →  CO2(g)

D) 2H2(g) +  CO(g)  →  CH3OH(ℓ)

E) O2(g) +  2H2(g)  →  2H2O(ℓ)

C12. Consider an experimental setup with two bulbs of 
identical volumes separated by a closed valve as 
shown in the diagram. The bulb on the left contains 
an ideal gas at 300 K and 540 torr while the bulb on 
the right is empty (0 torr) and is kept at 200 K. The 
valve is now opened and the ideal gas is allowed to 
reach equilibrium between the two bulbs. What is 
the pressure in the apparatus now? You can assume 
the tubes have zero volume.

A) 216 torr
B) 360 torr
C) 270 torr
D) 180 torr
E) 540 torr
F) 232 torr
G) 212 torr

C13. The equilibrium constant for a reaction doubles 
when the reaction temperature is increased from 
25°C up to 40°C. What is the standard enthalpy of 
this reaction?

A) –384 J/mol
B) –35.9 kJ/mol
C) –15.6 kJ/mol
D) +35.9 kJ/mol
E) +384 J/mol
F) +15.6 kJ/mol

C14. Consider the following gas phase reaction:

A(g)   +   B(g)   ⇌   C(g)

Gases A and B are initially in separate but identical 
bulbs with matching pressures of 532 torr. After the 
valve is opened, the overall pressure in the 
apparatus falls to 342 torr. What is the value of Kp 
for this reaction?

A) 25
B) 8
C) 36
D) 19
E) 14
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C15. An olympic sized swimming pool has a volume of 
about 700 thousand gallons. Assume that the pool is 
25°C, unbuffered, and has a pH of 9.40 which is a 
bit high. Calculate how many gallons of muriatic 
acid (aka: 10 M HCl) it will take to adjust the pool 
to neutrality. Answer to nearest quarter gallon.

A)  1 ¼ gal E)  1 ¾ gal
B)  1 ½ gal F)  2 gal
C)  2 ½gal G)  2 ¾gal
D)  2 ¼ gal H)  ≥ 3 gal

C16. A buffer was prepared by mixing 400 mL of 0.50 M 
methylammonium chloride and 400 mL of 0.60 M 
methylamine. Then, exactly 200 mL of 0.70 M HBr 
was added to this buffer solution. What is the new 
pH of the buffer solution after the HBr addition?

A) 10.49
B) 10.76
C) 10.11
D) 11.17
E) 10.64

C17. Consider the following data for the simple reaction  
A  → products

What is the order of this reaction?

A) 1st order
B) 2nd order
C) zero order
D) ½ order
E) cannot be determined

C18. Which one of the following NO species has the 
shortest bond length?

A) NO+ 
B) NO
C) NO2+

D) NO–

E) NO2–

C19. Calculate the Ksp for FeCO3 using the 
electrochemical data below.

reaction ℰ ° (V)

FeCO3(s)  +  2e-  →  Fe(s)  + CO3
2-(aq) –0.756 

Fe2+(aq)   +   2e-  →  Fe(s) –0.440 

A) 2.8 × 10–26 

B) 4.6 × 10–6

C) 1.3 × 10–15

D) 2.1 × 10–11

E) 5.2 × 10–8

C20. Consider the following reaction which  
has ∆H°= –1648 kJ.

4 Fe(s)  +  3 O2(g)  →  2 Fe2O3(s)

Calculate the work done on or by the system for the 
reaction given. Assume a constant pressure of 1 atm 
and a temperature of 300 K.

A)  –10 kJ E)  +10 kJ
B)  –7.5 kJ F)  +7.5 kJ
C)  –12.5 kJ G)  +12.5 kJ
D)  0 kJ E)  +10 kJ

exp. initial [A] half-life (s)

1 0.25 30

2 0.60 72

3 0.10 12
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Physics  

 

Useful Constants 

 

quantity symbol value 

   

Free-fall acceleration g 9.80 𝑚/𝑠2 
   

Permittivity of Free Space ε0 8.854 × 10−12  𝐶2 𝑁𝑚2⁄  
   

Permeability of Free Space μ0 4𝜋 × 10−7  𝑇𝑚/𝐴 
   

Coulomb constant k 8.99 × 109  𝑁𝑚2/𝐶2 
   

Speed of light in a vacuum c 3.00 × 108  𝑚/𝑠 
   

Fundamental charge e 1.602 × 10−19  𝐶 
   

Planck’s constant h 6.626 × 10−34  𝐽𝑠 
   

Electron mass me 9.11 × 10−31  𝑘𝑔 

   

Proton mass mp 1.67265 × 10−27  𝑘𝑔 

   

Neutron mass mn 1.67495 × 10−27  𝑘𝑔 

   

Gravitational constant G 6.67 × 10−11   𝑁𝑚2 𝑘𝑔2⁄  

   

Stefan-Boltzmann constant σ 5.67 × 10−8   𝑊 𝑚2𝐾4⁄  
   

Universal gas constant R 8.314  𝐽 𝑚𝑜𝑙 · 𝐾⁄  
   

Boltzmann’s constant kB 1.38 × 10−23   𝐽 𝐾⁄  
   

Speed of Sound (at 20ºC) v 343 m/s 
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P01. According to Guillen, Einstein was fascinated and 

influenced by the Fibonacci series, even more so 

because it… 

A) related to the orbits of the moons of Jupiter.

B) related to the interaction of space and time.

C) related to the growth pattern of flowering plants.

D) related to the link between matter and energy.

E) related to the philosophy of Nietzsche.

P02. According to Guillen, which scientist first 

contradicted Newton’s particle theory of light and 

proposed that light was a wave?  Notably, this 

scientist was severely criticized for his views. 

A) James Maxwell

B) Albert Michaelson

C) Edward Morley

D) Armand Fizeau

E) Thomas Young

P03. According to Guillen, Einstein’s proposal of 

relativity, that helped solve the Fizeau problem, is 

A)  that matter and energy are the same thing.

B) that the speed of light appears the same to

everyone, everywhere.

C) that space and time will change according to the

speed of the observer.

D) that the speed of light will change depending on

the speed of the observer.

E) that the ether does not exist.

P04.  According to Guillen, what two things did Einstein 

determine were “indistinguishable and 

interchangeable?” 

A) matter and energy

B) electricity and magnetism

C) light waves and ether

D) space and time

E) energy and momentum

P05.  A star you are studying has an apparent magnitude 

of 6.35. Based on the star’s position on the H-R 

diagram, you determine that the star has an absolute 

magnitude of −1.50.  What is the distance from the 

Earth to the star? 

A) 13 parsecs (about 42 light years)

B) 37 parsecs (about 120 light years)

C) 93 parsecs (about 300 light years)

D) 130 parsecs (about 420 light years)

E) 370 parsecs (about 1200 light years)

P06.  A 7.00kg box sits on a down-sloping incline that 

makes an angle of 20º with respect to the horizontal.  

The box is attached to a rope that passes over a 

pulley and is tied onto a 3.00kg mass that is freely 

hanging (as shown).  If the incline is frictionless, 

and the pulley is massless and frictionless, what is 

the acceleration of the box? 

A) 0.59 m/s2

B) 2.94 m/s2

C) 3.35 m/s2

D) 5.29 m/s2

E) 6.29 m/s2

P07.  A solid sphere of charge has an internal charge 

density that is given by the equation 

𝜌(𝑟) = (2.33 × 10−12)𝑟3, where 𝑟 is in centimeters.

The radius of the sphere is 𝑎 = 0.500 𝑐𝑚.   What is 

the magnitude of the electric field at a point 0.300 cm 

from the center of the sphere? 

A) 3.05 × 10−3 N/C

B) 3.55 N/C

C) 27.4 N/C

D) 566 N/C

E) 4.71 × 104 N/C

P08.  A perfect sphere of glass is being used as a lens.  

The radius of the sphere is 12.0cm and the index of 

refraction of the glass is 1.57.  A light bulb is placed 

30.0cm to the left of the sphere.  Where is the 

location of the final image of the bulb with respect 

to the right side of the sphere? 

A) 15.3 cm to the right of the sphere

B) 27.8 cm to the right of the sphere

C) 34.0 cm to the right of the sphere

D) 36.4 cm to the right of the sphere

E) 88.2 cm to the right of the sphere
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P09.  Two cars collide at an intersection.  The first car has 

a mass of 750kg and is travelling at a speed of  

20.0 m/s in a direction of 30° South of East (fourth 

quadrant).  The other car, with a mass of 550kg, is 

travelling due North (positive y-direction) at a speed 

of 30.0 m/s.  The collision is perfectly inelastic, so 

the cars stick together after the collision.  What is 

the magnitude of the velocity of the combined 

wreckage after the collision?  

A) 6.37 m/s

B) 12.2 m/s

C) 16.9 m/s

D) 24.2 m/s

E) 28.7 m/s

P10.  In this circuit, the current through the 150 Ω resistor 

is known to be 13.1 mA, and the current through the 

100 Ω resistor is 3.86 mA.  What is the voltage, V, 

of the unknown battery? 

A) 1.31 V

B) 1.97 V

C) 2.43 V

D) 2.62 V

E) 3.23 V

F) 4.02 V

P11.  A basketball is thrown from across the court just as 

the buzzer sounds.  The ball is thrown from a 

horizontal distance of 12.0m away from the net and 

it successfully goes down through the net located 

3.0m above the throw height.  How long was the 

basketball in the air before it scored? 

A) 0.94 sec.

B) 1.13 sec.

C) 1.83 sec.

D) 2.70 sec.

E) 2.85 sec.

P12.  Water is flowing at 5.50 m/s in a pipe with a 

diameter of 25.0 cm.  The pipe narrows briefly to 

20.0 cm before expanding back to its original size 

and emptying into an open reservoir.  Along the 

narrow portion of the pipe is attached an air-filled 

siphon tube that extends down into another open 

tank of water (as shown).  How high into the siphon 

tube does the water rise?  The density of water is  

1000 kg/m3. 

A) 4.45 m

B) 3.77 m

C) 2.74 m

D) 2.22 m

E) 1.54 m

P13.  A sign hangs from the end of a 60.0cm long 

horizontal beam that is attached to a vertical post.  A 

45.0º angled massless cross bar helps to stabilize the 

sign (as shown).  The horizontal beam has a mass of 

1.50 kg and the sign itself has a mass of 1.00 kg.  

The massless cross bar is attached to the beam at a 

point 20.0cm from the vertical post.  What is the 

magnitude of the net force on the bolt attaching the 

cross bar to the horizontal beam?   

A) 24.2 N

B) 34.7 N

C) 48.5 N

D) 51.5 N

E) 72.7 N
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P14.  A rider on a horse is trying to catch up with a train 

that is moving at 18.0 m/s.  The train’s horn has a 

rest frequency of 450 Hz.  If the rider hears the horn 

sound at 458 Hz, how fast is she riding?  Assume 

the temperature is 20ºC. 

A) 18.3 m/s

B) 24.4 m/s

C) 27.3 m/s

D) 30.2 m/s

E) 42.4 m/s

P15.  The 𝐾− meson consists of an s-quark paired with an

anti-u-quark (𝑠�̅�).  Which of the following decay 

modes would not be allowed for the 𝐾− meson?

A) 𝐾− → 𝜋− + 𝜋0

B) 𝐾− → 𝜋− + 𝜋+ + 𝜋−

C) 𝐾− → 𝜇− + 𝜋+ + 𝜋−

D) 𝐾− → 𝑒− + 𝜋0 + 𝜈�̅�

E) 𝐾− → 𝜇− + 𝜈𝜇̅̅ ̅

P16.  Given the following AC-Circuit, determine the 

phase of the current flowing in the circuit relative to 

the power supply. 

A) -4.57º

B) -26.7º

C) -30.2º

D) -59.8º

E) -63.3º

P17.  A massless 1.00m long rod has three objects 

attached to it.  The first object is at x = 0 and has a 

mass of 1.20 kg.  The second object is at x = 50.0cm 

and has a mass of 1.80 kg.  The third object is at  

x = 75.0cm and has a mass of 1.50 kg.   What is the 

moment of inertia of the system about an axis 

located at the 50.0cm mark and perpendicular to the 

rod? 

A) 0.394 kgm2

B) 0.975 kgm2

C) 1.13 kgm2

D) 1.29 kgm2

E) 2.03 kgm2

P18.  A heat engine takes 0.4 moles of an ideal gas 

through the cycle shown.  What is the total work 

done by the heat engine in one cycle? 

A) 2500 J

B) 1600 J

C) 900 J

D) 800 J

E) 700 J

P19.  Two long straight wires carry currents in the 

+z direction (out of the page).  The first wire,

carrying 12.0 A, passes through (-3.00cm, 0).  The

second wire, carrying 18.00 A, passes through

(0, +4.00cm).  What is the magnitude of the

magnetic field at the origin (0,0) due to these

currents?

A) 10.0 μT

B) 80.0 μT

C) 90.0 μT

D) 120 μT

E) 170 μT

P20.  Given the wavefunction shown, what is the best 

estimate of the expectation value of position 〈𝑥〉? 

A) 〈𝑥〉 = 0

B) 〈𝑥〉 = 𝑎

C) 〈𝑥〉 =
𝑎

√2

D) 〈𝑥〉 =
𝑎

2

E) 〈𝑥〉 = 2𝑎
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Chemistry SOLUTIONS 

C01. (B)  lead(IV) acetate = Pb(CH3COO)4  
= 443.376 g/mol 
%Pb = 207.2/443.376 x 100% = 46.73% Pb 

C02. (E)  2.5g(0.025) = 0.0625 g Cu  
÷ 63.55 = 9.83×10-4 mol Cu  
÷  0.25 L = 3.93×10-3 M or 3.93 mM

C03. (F) The reactions lead to: C > A,  D > B, C > B, and 
A>D.  So the only fit is :  C  A  D  B

C04. (E) CuO = 79.55, Cu2O = 143.1  
15.89/63.55 = 0.25 mol Cu total 
x/79.55 + 2(19-x)/143.1 = 0.25  
-.2011x + 38 = 35.775        x = 11.06 g of CuO

C05. (A)   m = ∆T/Kf = 1.24/1.86 =  m 
     × 0.3 kg = 0.2 mol 
8.67/47.9 = 0.181 mol    
therefore .2-0.181 = 0.019 mol must dissociate. 
0.019/0.181 = 10.5% 

C06. (D)  �    (work function equation)  
Φ = 2.28(1.602×10-19) = 3.65×10-19 J  
hν = 6.626×10-34(3×108 / 400×10-9)= 4.97×10-19 J  
hν – Φ  = 1.32×10-19 J = 1/2 me v2  
solve for v = 5.38×105 m/s     or.   538 km/s

C07. (D) Co is [Ar] 4s2 3d7 ,  Co2+ requires a removal of 
2e- which come from the 4s orbital, therefore  
[Co2+] = [Ar] 4s0 3d7

C08. (G)  structure shown here with  
carbons shown as dots  
there are 22 of them

C09. (D) IF3 (2 lone pairs, 2 bonding pairs)

C10. (C)   Reverse rxn (1), keep (2), triple (3)…
B2O3(s)  +  3H2O(g)  →  B2H6(g)  +  3O2(g) +1941 kJ

2B(s). + 3/2O2(g)  →  B2O3(s) –2368 kJ
3H2(g). +  3/2O2(g)  →  3H2O(g) 3(–242) kJ

2B(s)  +  3H2(g)  →  B2H6(g)  –1153 kJ

C11. (B) must make 1 mole of the product from only the 
elements in their standard state at 25°C.

C12. (A)  The pressure has to be the same throughout the 
open apparatus - there will be more moles in the 
cold bulb but yield the same pressure at the room 
temp bulb. The ratio of moles(cold) to moles(warm) 
is 300/200 = 1.5 to 1. This means that only 1/2.4 or 
0.4 of the original moles remains in the left bulb. 
Moles is directly proportional to temperature when 
volume is constant. So 0.4(540) = 216 torr for the 
final pressure. Note it will be the same pressure in 
the cold bulb although, with 1.5 times more moles 
of gas.

C13. (D) �  van’t Hoff equation  

�  → ∆H = +35870 J/mol

C14. (A)  532/760 = 0.7atm, 342/760 = 0.45atm 
PA = PB initially after valve opened = 1/2(.70) = 
0.35 atm. Final pressure = PA + PB + PC = 0.45 atm 
(.35-x)+(.35-x)+(x) = 0.45, x = 0.25 atm reacts  
Kp = 0.25/(0.1·0.1) = 25

C15 (E)  [OH-] = 10-pOH = 10-4.6 = 2.5×10-5 M  
1:1 stoichiometry so  Macid Vacid = Mbase Vbase  
Vacid = 2.5×10-5(700000)/10 = 1.75  = 1 3/4 gal

0.6

1
2 mv2 = h ν − Φ

ln ( K2
K1 ) =

ΔH
R ( 1

T1
−

1
T2 )

ln ( 2
1 ) =

ΔH
8.314 ( 1

298.15
−

1
313.15 )
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C16 (C) pKa = -log(10-14/4.4×10-4) = 10.643 
400(.6)= 240 mmol B, 400(.5)= 200 mmol BH+  
added H+ = 200(0.7)= 140 mmol.  
shift of 140 each: 100 mmol B, 340 mmol BH+  
 pH = 10.643 + log(100/340) = 10.11 

C17. (C) The half-life scales directly proportional with 
the concentration. Therefore the reaction is zero 
order.

C18. (A) the bond order for NO+ is 3 which is he highest 
for all the species listed - therefore the strongest and 
shortest bond.

C19. (D) subtract rxn2 from rxn1 to get:  
FeCO3   ⇌  Fe2+  + CO3

2-  

ℰ ° = -0.756 + 0.440 = –0.316 V  
K = exp(2(–0.316/0.0257)) = 2.1×10-11 

C20. (F)  w = -∆nRT = –(–3)8.314(300) = 7480 J  
 = + 7.5 kJ

University Interscholastic League



 

SELECTED PHYSICS SOLUTIONS – UIL STATE 2017 

 

P01. (C) page 225 “But then, Einstein learned, botanists had discovered that there were surprising coincidences 

between the numerical pattern of the Fibonacci series and the growth pattern of many flowering plants.” 

 

P02. (E) page 238 “Young went on to become a physician as well as an amateur scientist.  At age twenty-six, he 

dared to suggest that light consisted of waves, not particles….” 

 

P03. (B) page 246 “Similarly, as a way of curing the Fizeau problem, Einstein decided to advise the quarreling 

observers to stop using the old rules of absolute space and time.  The new rules would be based on the 

idea…that the speed of light appeared the same to everyone, everywhere.” 

 

P04. (A) page 251 “In every important respect, Einstein concluded, mass and energy were indistinguishable and 

interchangeable.” 

 

P05. (E) The equation for the distance to a star based on knowing its magnitudes is: 𝑑 = 10(𝑚−𝑀+5)/5 where m is 

the apparent magnitude and M is the absolute magnitude.  With this formula, d will be in parsecs. 

 So, 𝑑 = 10(6.35−(−1.5)+5)/5 = 102.57 = 370 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑠. 

 

P06. (D) Two free-body diagrams are needed, so first, let’s consider the mass sitting on the incline: Three forces 

are present: weight going down, the normal force perpendicular to the incline, and tension pulling parallel to 

the incline.  Let’s take “down the incline” to be the positive x-direction.  Forces in that direction are the 

tension and a component of the weight (𝑚𝑔𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃); there are no opposing forces.   

This gives 𝑚1𝑔𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃 + 𝑇 = 𝑚1𝑎 = (7)(9.8) sin(20) + 𝑇 = (7)𝑎 = 23.46 + 𝑇 = 7𝑎 

Now, let’s look at the forces on the hanging mass:  there are only vertical forces here: Tension going up and 

weight going down.  The hanging mass accelerates downward, so we get 

𝑚2𝑔 − 𝑇 = 𝑚2𝑎 = (3)(9.8) − 𝑇 = (3)𝑎 = 29.4 − 𝑇 = 3𝑎.   

Solving for tension from this gives: 𝑇 = 29.4 − 3𝑎.  Plug this into the first equation: 

23.46 + 29.4 − 3𝑎 = 7𝑎, or 10𝑎 = 52.86, which gives 𝑎 = 5.29 𝑚/𝑠2. 

 

P07.    (B) This problem requires Gauss’ Law and some integral calculus.  Taking advantage of the spherical 

symmetry, we can use a simplified form for Gauss’ Law: 𝐸𝐴 =
𝑄𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒

𝜀0
.  Our Gaussian surface is a sphere of 

radius 0.300cm.  The calculus is needed to find the charge contained inside the Gaussian surface: 

 𝑄𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒 = ∫ 𝑑𝑄 = ∫ 𝜌𝑑𝑉 = ∫ (2.33 × 10−12)𝑟3(4𝜋𝑟2𝑑𝑟)
0.300

0
.  Here we use the radial-only form for the 

volume differential: 𝑑𝑉 = 4𝜋𝑟2𝑑𝑟, which works because of the symmetry of the problem.  So, 

  𝑄𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒 = ∫ 4𝜋(2.33 × 10−12)𝑟5𝑑𝑟
0.300

0
=

4𝜋

6
(2.33 × 10−12)𝑟6 = (4.88 × 10−12)(0.300)6 = 3.557 × 10−15. 

  Then 𝐸𝐴 =
𝑄𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒

𝜀0
= 𝐸(4𝜋)(0.00300)2 =

3.557 × 10−15

8.854 × 10−12 = 𝐸(. 0001131) = 4.02 × 10−4, Giving: 𝐸 = 3.55 𝑁/𝐶. 

 Note: the actual size of the charged sphere (0.500 cm) is irrelevant since the point of interest is inside the 

sphere. 

 

P08. (A) This is just a set of two refracting surfaces.  First, we will consider the image formed by the first surface.  

This is a convex surface, so the radius of curvature is positive.  Then we use:  
𝑛1

𝑝1
+

𝑛2

𝑞1
=

𝑛2−𝑛1

𝑅
 

 
𝑛1

𝑝1
+

𝑛2

𝑞1
=

𝑛2−𝑛1

𝑅
=

1.00

30
+

1.57

𝑞1
=

1.57−1.00

12.0
, this gives 𝑞1 = 110.8𝑐𝑚. This image becomes the object for the 

second surface.  The second surface is 𝐷 = 24.0𝑐𝑚 away from the first surface (the diameter of the sphere).  

So, the second object is at 𝑝2 = 𝐷 − 𝑞1 = 24 − 110.8 = −86.8𝑐𝑚.  We use the same equation as above, but 

note that the “object” is now inside the glass and the “image” will be in the air.  Also, note that the surface is 

now concave, so R will be negative.  Thus, 
𝑛1

𝑝1
+

𝑛2

𝑞1
=

𝑛2−𝑛1

𝑅
=

1.57

−86.8
+

1.00

𝑞2
=

1.00−1.57

−12.0
, which gives 𝑞2 = 15.3𝑐𝑚.  Since the image distance is positive, it 

is to the right of the sphere.    

 

 

 



P09. (B) The total momentum of each car is as follows: 𝑝1 = 𝑚1𝑣1 = (750)(20) = 15000 𝑘𝑔𝑚/𝑠, and  

 𝑝2 = 𝑚2𝑣2 = (550)(30) = 16500 𝑘𝑔𝑚/𝑠.  Since the first car is travelling at an angle, we will need to get 

the components of its momentum: 𝑝1𝑥 = 𝑝1 cos 𝜃 = (15000) cos(30) = 12990 𝑘𝑔𝑚/𝑠.  And 

 |𝑝1𝑦| = 𝑝1 sin 𝜃 = (15000) sin(30) = 7500 𝑘𝑔𝑚/𝑠.  This component, however, is negative because of the 

direction given (South of East).  Thus 𝑝1𝑦 = −7500 𝑘𝑔𝑚/𝑠.  The second car’s momentum is entirely in the 

y-direction, so 𝑝2 = 𝑝2𝑦 = 16500 𝑘𝑔𝑚/𝑠, and 𝑝2𝑥 = 0.  Summing the x-components and the y-components 

gives us the components of the final momentum: 𝑝𝑥 = 12990 + 0 = 12990 𝑘𝑔𝑚/𝑠, and 𝑝𝑦 = 16500 −

7500 = 9000 𝑘𝑔𝑚/𝑠.  The magnitude of the total final momentum is just the Pythagorean sum of these 

components.  Thus, 𝑝𝑓 = √129902 + 90002 = 15800 𝑘𝑔𝑚/𝑠.  Since the cars stick together after the 

collision, the mass will be the combined mass of both cars: 𝑀 = 750 + 550 = 1300 𝑘𝑔. 

  So, the magnitude of the final velocity is: 𝑣𝑓 =
𝑝𝑓

𝑀
=

15800

1300
= 12.2 𝑚/𝑠. 

  

P10. (C) This problem is much easier than it looks because you already have two of the currents.  Consider the 

node at the top middle of the circuit (above the 50 Ω resistor).  If we label the current flowing up through the 

50 Ω resistor to be 𝐼1, then by Kirchhoff’s node rule: 𝐼1 + 3.86𝑚𝐴 = 13.1𝑚𝐴.  This gives 𝐼1 = 9.24𝑚𝐴. 

 We can now apply Kirchhoff’s loop rule to the loop in the upper left of the circuit:  

 −(13.1𝑚𝐴)(150) + 𝑉 − (9.24𝑚𝐴)(50) = 0.  This gives: 𝑉 = 150(0.0131) + 50(0.00924) = 2.43 𝑉. 
 

P11. (D) This problem is much harder than it looks, because you don’t have the angle of the initial velocity.  We 

know that there is no acceleration in the x-direction, so we can use this equation: 𝑥𝑓 = 𝑥𝑖 + 𝑣𝑖𝑥𝑡 +
1

2
𝑎𝑥𝑡2 

12 = 0 + 𝑣𝑖𝑥𝑡 + 0, this gives: 12 = 15 cos 𝜃 𝑡, or 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃 =
0.8

𝑡
.  Now we do something odd: we build a right 

triangle with one angle equaling 𝜃 and the adjacent side of length 0.8. Then make the hypotenuse of length t.  

Thus 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃 =
0.8

𝑡
 on this triangle.  This means the opposite side is of length √𝑡2 − 0.82 = √𝑡2 − 0.64.  So 

from this we can get 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃 =
√𝑡2−0.64

𝑡
.  We will need this soon…  Returning to the kinematics, the y-direction 

equation is: 𝑦𝑓 = 𝑦𝑖 + 𝑣𝑖𝑦𝑡 +
1

2
𝑎𝑦𝑡2.  Which gives: 3 = 0 + 15𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃 𝑡 − (0.5)(9.8)𝑡2 = 15𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃 𝑡 − 4.9𝑡2.  

Now we can use our constructed equation for 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃: 3 = 15
√𝑡2−0.64

𝑡
𝑡 − 4.9𝑡2 = 15√𝑡2 − 0.64 − 4.9𝑡2 = 3.  

The best way to solve this is to isolate the square root and then square everything, resulting in: 𝑡2 − 0.64 =
9 + 29.4𝑡2 + 24.01𝑡4

225
.  This simplifies to the fourth-order equation: 𝑡4 − 8.15𝑡2 + 6.37 = 0.  Using the quadratic 

formula gives: 𝑡2 = 7.27, 0.876.  Finally, then, we get 𝑡 = 2.70, 0.936, −0.936, −2.70.   We can ignore 

the negative results since negative time is nonsense.  The smaller positive time is when the ball is travelling 

upward, so the time it takes to come back down and score is the larger time, 𝑡 = 2.70 sec.    
 

P12. (D) This problem requires multiple applications of Bernoulli’s equation, but first we need to use the 

Continuity equation to get the speed of the water flow in the narrow section of the pipe.  We know: 

 𝐴1𝑣1 = 𝐴2𝑣2 =
𝜋

4
(0.25)2(5.50) =

𝜋

4
(0.20)2𝑣2.  This gives 𝑣2 = 8.59 𝑚/𝑠.  To find the pressure at the air-

filled siphon tube, we use Bernoulli’s equation: 𝑃𝐴 + 𝜌𝑔ℎ𝐴 +
1

2
𝜌𝑣𝐴

2 = 𝑃𝐵 + 𝜌𝑔ℎ𝐵 +
1

2
𝜌𝑣𝐵

2.  Let’s take point 

A to be where the siphon tube connects to the narrow pipe, and point B to be where the pipe empties into the 

open reservoir.  This means that 𝑃𝐵 = 𝑃𝑎𝑡𝑚 (atmospheric pressure) because it is open to the atmosphere. Both 

point A and point B are at the same height, so we can set their heights to be zero.  Therefore, 

 𝑃𝐴 + (1000)(9.8)(0) +
1

2
(1000)(8.59)2 =  𝑃𝑎𝑡𝑚 + (1000)(9.8)(0) +

1

2
(1000)(5.50)2 

 𝑃𝐴 = 𝑃𝑎𝑡𝑚 − 21801.  This is the pressure of the air in the siphon tube – notice it is below atmospheric 

pressure.  This guarantees that it will pull fluid up into the tube from the lower tank.  Now we apply 

Bernoulli’s equation again, but using the fluid in the lower tank: Let point C be at the surface of the water in 

the lower tank and let point D be the top of the water pulled up into the siphon tube. 

 Then, 𝑃𝐶 + 𝜌𝑔ℎ𝐶 +
1

2
𝜌𝑣𝐶

2 =  𝑃𝐷 + 𝜌𝑔ℎ𝐷 +
1

2
𝜌𝑣𝐷

2 .  We set the height at point C to be zero, so the height of 

point D is what we want (the height of the fluid in the siphon tube).  Neither of these points involve flowing 

water, so the velocities at both C and D are zero.  Point C is open to the air, so its air pressure is atmospheric 

pressure, while point D has an air pressure equal to point A.  Then, 

 𝑃𝑎𝑡𝑚 + (1000)(9.8)(0) +
1

2
(1000)(0)2 =  𝑃𝐴 + (1000)(9.8)𝐻 +

1

2
(1000)(0)2 

 𝑃𝑎𝑡𝑚 = 𝑃𝑎𝑡𝑚 − 21801 + 9800𝐻.  This gives 𝐻 =
21801

9800
= 2.22 𝑚. 



  

P13. (E) This is a static equilibrium problem, so we will need to look at the sums of forces and torques on the 

horizontal beam.  First consider the horizontal forces: There is a horizontal force F1 (pointed to the left) where 

the beam connects to the vertical post, and there is a horizontal component Fcosθ (pointed to the right) of the 

force where the cross bar attaches to the beam.   

There are four vertical forces present as well: A force F2 (pointed down) at the connection of the beam and the 

post, a component Fsinθ (pointed up) of the force where the cross bar attaches to the beam, and the weights 

(both pointed down) of the beam (Mg) and the sign (mg).   

To discuss the torques, we need to choose a pivot point.  The best choice for the pivot point is the junction of 

the horizontal beam and the vertical post – this means that the forces F1 and F2 contribute nothing to the 

torque equation (because their torque arm r is zero).  Likewise, the horizontal component of the cross-beam 

force Fcosθ contributes nothing to the torque since it is pointed directly at the pivot point.  

Taking counterclockwise torques to be positive, the torque equation becomes: 𝐹𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃𝑟1 − 𝑀𝑔
𝐿

2
− 𝑚𝑔𝐿 = 0 

Since the cross-beam is massless, then the force F will be pointed at the same angle as the cross beam, that is 

at 45º.  So our torque equation becomes: 𝐹𝑠𝑖𝑛45(0.2) − 1.50(9.8)(0.3) − 1.00(9.8)(0.6) = 0. 

Solving: 0.1414𝐹 = 10.29, or 𝐹 = 72.7 𝑁. 

 

P14. (B) This is a Doppler effect problem.  The observer velocity is what we do not know, but since he is riding 

towards the train, we know it is positive.  The source velocity is 18.0 m/s, but since the train is trying to move 

away from the rider, it is negative.  Using the Doppler equation: 𝑓 = 𝑓0 (
𝑣 + 𝑣0

𝑣 − 𝑣𝑠
) = 458 = 450 (

343 + 𝑣0

343−(−18)
). 

 
458

450
=

343 + 𝑣0

361
.  This gives 𝑣0 = 24.4 𝑚/𝑠. 

 

P15. (C) The details of the K meson aren’t that important to know, just the conservation laws.  All choices 

conserve charge, and there are no baryons to worry about.  However, upon checking lepton number, there is a 

problem with the decay 𝐾− → 𝜇− + 𝜋+ + 𝜋−, which creates a muon without its associated anti-neutrino.  

This is a violation of the conservation of lepton number and, thus, cannot be allowed.  If you know about 

these particles, you will notice that this same decay also violates conservation of angular momentum.   

 

P16. (B) This is an RL-AC circuit.  Since it has an inductor, we know that the phase of the current will be negative 

relative to the power supply voltage; unfortunately, all the choices are negative so that doesn’t help much.  To 

calculate the phase, we first need the inductive reactance: 𝑋𝐿 = 𝜔𝐿 = 2𝜋𝑓𝐿 = 2𝜋(60)(0.160) = 60.32 Ω. 

 Now the phase is easy to get: |𝜙| = 𝑡𝑎𝑛−1 (
𝑋

𝑅
) = 𝑡𝑎𝑛−1 (

60.32

120
) = 26.7°, and because this circuit is inductive, 

then we know the phase is negative, so 𝜙 = −26.7°. 
 

P17. (A) Moment of inertia is defined as 𝐼 = ∑ 𝑚𝑟2, which means that we need the mass for each object and their 

distance from the axis of rotation (which is at the 50.0cm mark).   

For the first object, m1 = 1.20kg and r1 = 0.50 m, for the second object m2 = 1.80kg and r2 = 0.0 m, and for 

the third object m3 = 1.50kg and r3 = 0.25 m. 

So, the moment of inertia is: 𝐼 = 𝑚1𝑟1
2 + 𝑚2𝑟2

2 + 𝑚3𝑟3
2 = (1.20)(0.5)2 + (1.80)(0)2 + (1.50)(0.25)2 

This gives: 𝐼 = 0.394 𝑘𝑔𝑚2. 

 

P18. (E) Fortunately, we are given the pressure and volumes at each vertex on this diagram.  From this we can 

calculate the temperature at each vertex as well, using the ideal gas law.  Looking at the lower left corner: 

 𝑃𝐴𝑉𝐴 = 𝑛𝑅𝑇𝐴 = (70,000)(0.0050) = (. 4)(8.314)𝑇𝐴, which gives 𝑇𝐴 = 105 𝐾. 

 For the upper left vertex: 𝑃𝐵𝑉𝐵 = 𝑛𝑅𝑇𝐵 = (250,000)(0.0050) = (. 4)(8.314)𝑇𝐵, which gives 𝑇𝐵 = 376 𝐾 

 Since the process connecting the upper left vertex (B) to the lower right vertex (C) is isothermal, then we 

know their temperatures are the same: 𝑇𝐶 = 𝑇𝐵 = 376 𝐾.   

 The isothermal process does work 𝑊 = 𝑛𝑅𝑇 ln
𝑉𝑓

𝑉𝑖
= (0.4)(8.314)(376) ln

0.0179

0.0050
= 1595 𝐽. 

 The process (along the bottom) going from C back to A is isobaric, for which work is 𝑊 = 𝑃(𝑉𝑓 − 𝑉𝑖), so 

 𝑊 = 70000(0.005 − 0.0179) = −903 𝐽.  This is negative since work is done on the gas instead of by the 

gas.  The last process (on the left) is from A to B and is isovolumetric.  Work for such a process is zero.  

Therefore, the total work done by the engine is 𝑊 = 1595 − 903 + 0 = 692 ≅ 700 𝐽. 

 

 



P19. (D) Both wires are oriented in the z-direction and both carry currents in the same way (+z direction).  The 

magnitude of the magnetic field produced by a current in a long straight wire is |𝐵| =
𝜇0𝐼

2𝜋𝑟
, where r is the 

distance from the wire to the point of interest (in our case, the origin).   The fields from each of these wires, 

then, is: |𝐵1| =
(4𝜋 × 10−7)(12.0)

2𝜋(0.030)
= 8.0 × 10−5 𝑇 = 80 𝜇𝑇, and |𝐵2| =

(4𝜋 × 10−7)(18.0)

2𝜋(0.040)
= 9.0 × 10−5 𝑇 = 90 𝜇𝑇.  

Now consider the directions of these two fields.  The right-hand rule tells us to point our right thumb in the 

direction of the current and our fingers curl around in the circle in which the field is oriented.  Using this right-

hand rule, we can see that the field from the first wire will be pointed in the +y direction.  The field from the 

second wire will be oriented in the +x direction.  These two fields are perpendicular to one another; thus, we 

add them by using a Pythagorean sum: |𝐵| = √𝐵1
2 + 𝐵2

2 = √(80)2 + (90)2 = 120 𝜇𝑇. 

 

 

P20. (A) This expectation value, 〈𝑥〉, is the average value of position obtained when multiple measurements are 

performed on identical quantum systems.  The square of the wavefunction gives the probability of obtaining a 

specific position measurement. Noting that the wavefunction is symmetric, we would expect to get equal 

measurements on the left side of the system as on the right side of the system.  This would give an average 

value right in the middle of the wavefunction… thus, 〈𝑥〉 = 0.   

 

 

 

 
 




